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Historical Dictionary of Ireland - Frank A. Biletz
2013-11-14
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This new edition of Historical Dictionary of
Ireland is an excellent resource for discovering
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the history of Ireland. This is done through a
chronology, an introductory essay, and an
extensive bibliography. The cross-referenced
dictionary section has over 600 entries on
significant persons, places and events, political
parties and institutions (including the Catholic
church) with period forays into literature, music
and the arts. This book is an excellent resource
for students, researchers, and anyone wanting to
know more about Ireland.
How the Celts Came to Britain - Michael A.
Morse 2005
This book reveals how the Celts came to Britain
in the sense of how the term 'Celtic' first became
associated with the British Isles in the
eighteenth century and then gradually took on
its modern popular meaning towards the end of
the nineteenth. The role of the druids and the
importance of craniology in this process is
emphasised.
Challenging Preconceptions of the
European Iron Age - Wendy Morrison
the-celts-origins-myths-inventions-origins-myths-and-inventions

2022-06-20
This collection of essays by leading researchers
in the archaeology of the European Iron Age
pays tribute to Professor John Collis who, since
the 1960s, has been involved in investigating
and enriching our understanding of Iron Age
society and, crucially, questioning the status quo
of our narratives about the past.
Alternative Iron Ages - Brais X. Currás
2019-09-09
Alternative Iron Ages examines Iron Age social
formations that sit outside traditional paradigms,
developing methods for archaeological
characterisation of alternative models of society.
In so doing it contributes to the debates
concerning the construction and resistance of
inequality taking place in archaeology,
anthropology and sociology. In recent years, Iron
Age research on Western Europe has moved
towards new forms of understanding social
structures. Yet these alternative social
organisations continue to be considered as basic
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human social formations, which frequently imply
marginality and primitivism. In this context, the
grand narrative of the European Iron Age
continues to be defined by cultural foci, which
hide the great regional variety in an artificially
homogenous area. This book challenges the
traditional classical evolutionist narratives by
exploring concepts such as non-triangular
societies, heterarchy and segmentarity across
regional case studies to test and propose
alternative social models for Iron Age social
formations. Constructing new social theory both
archaeologically based and supported by
sociological and anthropological theory, the
book is perfect for those looking to examine and
understand life in the European Iron Age. We
are so grateful to the research project titled
"Paisajes rurales antiguos del Noroeste
peninsular: formas de dominacion romana y
explotacion de recursos" [Ancient rural
landscapes in Northwestern Iberia: Roman
dominion and resource exploitation]
the-celts-origins-myths-inventions-origins-myths-and-inventions

(HAR2015-64632-P; MINECO/FEDER), directed
from the Instituto de Historia (CSIC) and also to
the Fundaçao para a Ciencia e a Tecnologia
[Foundation for Science and Technology]
postdoctoral project: SFRH-BPD-102407-2014.
Ancient Egypt in the Modern Imagination Eleanor Dobson 2020-01-23
Ancient Egypt has always been a source of
fascination to writers, artists and architects in
the West. This book is the first study to address
representations of Ancient Egypt in the modern
imagination, breaking down conventional
disciplinary boundaries between fields such as
History, Classics, Art History, Fashion, Film,
Archaeology, Egyptology, and Literature to
further a nuanced understanding of ancient
Egypt in cultures stretching from the eighteenth
century to the present day, emphasising how
some of the various meanings of ancient Egypt
to modern people have traversed time and
media. Divided into three themes, the chapters
scrutinise different aspects of the use of ancient
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Egypt in a variety of media, looking in particular
at the ways in which Egyptology as a discipline
has influenced representations of Egypt, ancient
Egypt's associations with death and mysticism,
as well as connections between ancient Egypt
and gendered power. The diversity of this study
aims to emphasise both the multiplicity and the
patterning of popular responses to ancient
Egypt, as well as the longevity of this
phenomenon and its relevance today.
Celtic from the West 3 - John T. Koch
2016-09-01
"The Celtic languages and groups called Keltoi
(i.e. 'Celts') emerge into our written records at
the pre-Roman Iron Age. The impetus for this
book is to explore from the perspectives of three
disciplines--archaeology, genetics, and
linguistics--the background in later European
prehistory to these developments. There is a
traditional scenario, according to which, Celtic
speech and the associated group identity came
in to being during the Early Iron Age in the
the-celts-origins-myths-inventions-origins-myths-and-inventions

north Alpine zone and then rapidly spread across
central and western Europe. This idea of
'Celtogenesis' remains deeply entrenched in
scholarly and popular thought. But it has
become increasingly difficult to reconcile with
recent discoveries pointing towards origins in
the deeper past. It should no longer be taken for
granted that Atlantic Europe during the 2nd and
3rd millennia BC were pre-Celtic or even preIndo-European. The explorations in Celtic from
the West 3 are drawn together in this spirit,
continuing two earlier volumes in the influential
series"--Provided by publisher.
The Harp and the Constitution - 2015-11-16
The Harp and the Constitution consists of eleven
essays charting the unexpected ways in which
the Celts and Goths were reinvented in Britain
and other European countries through the
eighteenth, nineteenth, and twentieth centuries
– becoming not just mythologised races, but
lending their names to entire value systems.
Encyclopedia of European Peoples - Carl
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Waldman 2006
Presents an alphabetical listing of information
on the origins, prehistory, history, culture,
languages, relationships to other cultures and
more regarding European peoples.
The Origins of the British: The New Prehistory of
Britain - Stephen Oppenheimer 2012-03-01
Stephen Oppenheimer's extraordinary scientific
detective story combining genetics, linguistics,
archaeology and historical record shatters the
myths we have come to live by. It demonstrates
that the Anglo-Saxon invasions contributed just a
tiny fraction (5%) to the English gene pool. Two
thirds of the English people reveal an unbroken
line of genetic descent from south-western
Europeans arriving long before the first farmers.
The bulk of the remaining third arrived between
7,000 and 3,000 years ago as part of long-term
north-west European trade and immigration,
especially from Scandinavia - and may have
brought with them the earliest forms of English
language. As for the Celts - the Irish, Scots and
the-celts-origins-myths-inventions-origins-myths-and-inventions

Welsh - history has traditionally placed their
origins in Iron Age Central Europe.
Oppenheimer's genetic synthesis shows them to
have arrived via the Atlantic coastal route from
Ice Age refuges including the Basque country;
with the modern languages we call Celtic
arriving later. There is indeed a deep divide
between the English and the rest of the British.
But as this book reveals the division is many
thousands of years older than previously
thought.
Origin of Indians and their Spacetime - Dr
Suvarna Nalapat 2013-02-16
Does life after death really exist?
Hyperboreans - Timothy P. Bridgman 2004-02-29
In Greek mythology, Hyperboreans were a tribe
who lived far to Greece's north. Contained in
what has come down to us of Greek literary
tradition are texts that identify the
Hyperboreans with the Celts, or Hyperborean
lands with Celtic ones. This groundbreaking
book studies the texts that make or imply this
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identification, and provides reasons why some
ancient Greek authors identified a mythical
people with an actual one. Timothy P. Bridgman
demonstrates not only that these authors
mythologize history, but that they used the
traditional Greek parallel mythical world to
interpret history throughout ancient Greek
culture, thought and literature.
Atlantic Europe in the First Millennium BC Tom Moore 2011
This volume of 33 papers on the Atlantic region
of Western Europe in the first millennium BC
reflects a diverse range of theoretical
approaches, techniques, and methodologies
across current research, and is an opportunity to
compare approaches to the first millennium BC
from different national and theoretical
perspectives.
Mysticism, Myth and Celtic Identity - Marion
Gibson 2013
Mysticism, Myth and Celtic Identity explores
how the mythical and mystical past informs
the-celts-origins-myths-inventions-origins-myths-and-inventions

national imaginations. Building on notions of
invented tradition and myths of the nation, it
looks at the power of narrative and fiction to
shape identity, with particular reference to the
British and Celtic contexts. The authors consider
how aspects of the past are reinterpreted or
reimagined in a variety of ways to give
coherence to desired national groupings, or
groups aspiring to nationhood and its 'defence'.
The coverage is unusually broad in its historical
sweep, dealing with work from prehistory to the
contemporary, with a particular emphasis on the
period from the eighteenth century to the
present. The subject matter includes notions of
ancient deities, Druids, Celticity, the
archaeological remains of pagan religions,
traditional folk tales, racial and religious myths
and ethnic politics, and the different types of
returns and hauntings that can recycle these
ideas in culture. Innovative and interdisciplinary,
the scholarship in Mysticism, Myth and Celtic
Identity is mainly literary but also geographical
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and historical and draws on religious studies,
politics and the social sciences. Thus the
collection offers a stimulatingly broad number of
new viewpoints on a matter of great topical
relevance: national identity and the politicization
of its myths.
Beacons in the Landscape - Ian Brown
2009-07-20
Of all Britain's great archaeological monuments
the Iron Age hillforts have arguably had the
most profound impact on the landscape, if only
because there are so many; yet we know very
little about them. Were they recognised as being
something special by those who created them or
is the 'hillfort' purely an archaeologists'
'construct'? How were they constructed, who
lived in them and to what uses were they put?
This book, which is richly illustrated with
photography of sites throughout England and
Wales, addresses these and many other
questions. After discussing the difficult issue of
definition and the great excavations on which
the-celts-origins-myths-inventions-origins-myths-and-inventions

our knowledge is based, Ian Brown investigates
in turn hillforts' origins, their architecture, and
the role they played in Iron Age society. He also
discusses the latest theories about their location,
social significance and chronology. The book
provides a valuable synthesis of the rich vein of
research carried out in Britain on hillforts over
the last thirty years. Hillforts' great variability
poses many problems, and this book should help
guide both the specialist and non-specialist alike
though the complex literature. Furthermore, it
has an important conservation objective. Land
use in the modern era has not been kind to these
monuments, with a significant number either
disfigured or lost. Public consciousness of their
importance needs raising if their management is
to be improved and their future assured.
First Migrants - Peter Bellwood 2014-01-13
The first publication to outline the complex
global story of human migration and dispersal
throughout the whole of human prehistory.
Utilizing archaeological, linguistic and biological
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evidence, Peter Bellwood traces the journeys of
the earliest hunter-gatherer and agriculturalist
migrants as critical elements in the evolution of
human lifeways. The first volume to chart global
human migration and population dispersal
throughout the whole of human prehistory, in all
regions of the world An archaeological odyssey
that details the initial spread of early humans
out of Africa approximately two million years
ago, through the Ice Ages, and down to the
continental and island migrations of agricultural
populations within the past 10,000 years
Employs archaeological, linguistic and biological
evidence to demonstrate how migration has
always been a vital and complex element in
explaining the evolution of the human species
Outlines how significant migrations have
affected population diversity in every region of
the world Clarifies the importance of the
development of agriculture as a migratory
imperative in later prehistory Fully referenced
with detailed maps throughout
the-celts-origins-myths-inventions-origins-myths-and-inventions

African Myths of Origin - Stephen Belcher
2005-12-01
Gathering a wide range of traditional African
myths, this compelling new collection offers
tales of heroes battling mighty serpents and
monstrous birds, brutal family conflict and
vengeance, and desperate migrations across vast
and alien lands. From impassioned descriptions
of animal-creators to dramatic stories of
communities forced to flee monstrous crocodiles,
all the narratives found here concern origins whether of the universe, peoples or families.
Together, they create a kaleidoscopic picture of
the rich and varied oral traditions that have
shaped the culture and society of successive
generations of Africans for thousands of years,
throughout the long struggle to survive and
explore this massive and environmentally
diverse continent.
Edinburgh Companion to Ancient Greece
and Rome - Edward Bispham 2006-07-24
The Edinburgh Companion, newly available in
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paperback, is a gateway to the fascinating
worlds of ancient Greece and Rome. Wideranging in its approach, it demonstrates the
multifaceted nature of classical civilisation and
enables readers to gain guidance in drawing
together the perspectives and methods of
different disciplines, from philosophy to history,
from poetry to archaeology, from art history to
numismatics, and many more.
Celtic Myth in Contemporary Children’s Fantasy
- Dimitra Fimi 2017-03-06
Runner-up of the Katherine Briggs Folklore
Award 2017 Winner of the Mythopoeic
Scholarship Award for Myth & Fantasy Studies
2019 This book examines the creative uses of
“Celtic” myth in contemporary fantasy written
for children or young adults from the 1960s to
the 2000s. Its scope ranges from classic
children’s fantasies such as Lloyd Alexander’s
The Chronicles of Prydain and Alan Garner’s The
Owl Service, to some of the most recent, awardwinning fantasy authors of the last decade, such
the-celts-origins-myths-inventions-origins-myths-and-inventions

as Kate Thompson (The New Policeman) and
Catherine Fisher (Darkhenge). The book focuses
on the ways these fantasy works have
appropriated and adapted Irish and Welsh
medieval literature in order to highlight different
perceptions of “Celticity.” The term “Celtic”
itself is interrogated in light of recent debates in
Celtic studies, in order to explore a fictional
representation of a national past that is often
romanticized and political.
The Origins of the Irish - J. P. Mallory
2013-04-01
An essential new history of ancient Ireland and
the Irish, written as an engrossing detective
story About eighty million people today can trace
their descent back to the occupants of Ireland.
But where did the occupants of the island
themselves come from and what do we even
mean by “Irish” in the first place? This is the
first major attempt to deal with the core issues
of how the Irish came into being. J. P. Mallory
emphasizes that the Irish did not have a single
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origin, but are a product of multiple influences
that can only be tracked by employing the
disciplines of archaeology, genetics, geology,
linguistics, and mythology. Beginning with the
collision that fused the two halves of Ireland
together, the book traces Ireland’s long journey
through space and time to become an island.
The origins of its first farmers and their
monumental impact on the island is followed by
an exploration of how metallurgists in copper,
bronze, and iron brought Ireland into
increasingly wider orbits of European culture.
Assessments of traditional explanations of Irish
origins are combined with the very latest genetic
research into the biological origins of the Irish.
The Archaeology of Celtic Art - D.W. Harding
2007-06-11
More wide ranging, both geographically and
chronologically, than any previous study, this
well-illustrated book offers a new definition of
Celtic art. Tempering the much-adopted arthistorical approach, D.W. Harding argues for a
the-celts-origins-myths-inventions-origins-myths-and-inventions

broader definition of Celtic art and views it
within a much wider archaeological context. He
re-asserts ancient Celtic identity after a decade
of deconstruction in English-language
archaeology. Harding argues that there were
communities in Iron Age Europe that were
identified historically as Celts, regarded
themselves as Celtic, or who spoke Celtic
languages, and that the art of these communities
may reasonably be regarded as Celtic art. This
study will be indispensable for those people
wanting to take a fresh and innovative
perspective on Celtic Art.
Rethinking Celtic Art - Duncan Garrow
2008-10-01
Early Celtic art' - typified by the iconic shields,
swords, torcs and chariot gear we can see in
places such as the British Museum - has been
studied in isolation from the rest of the evidence
from the Iron Age. This book reintegrates the art
with the archaeology, placing the finds in the
context of our latest ideas about Iron Age and
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Romano-British society. The contributions move
beyond the traditional concerns with artistic
styles and continental links, to consider the
material nature of objects, their social effects
and their role in practices such as exchange and
burial. The aesthetic impact of decorated
metalwork, metal composition and
manufacturing, dating and regional differences
within Britain all receive coverage. The book
gives us a new understanding of some of the
most ornate and complex objects ever found in
Britain, artefacts that condense and embody
many histories.
From Caledonia to Pictland - James E. Fraser
2009-01-19
Shortlisted for the 2009 Saltire Society History
Book of the Yea. rFrom Caledonia to Pictland
examines the transformation of Iron Age
northern Britain into a land of Christian
kingdoms, long before 'Scotland' came into
existence. Perched at the edge of the western
Roman Empire, northern Britain was not
the-celts-origins-myths-inventions-origins-myths-and-inventions

unaffected by the experience, and became swept
up in the great tide of processes which gave rise
to the early medieval West. Like other places,
the country experienced social and ethnic
metamorphoses, Christianisation, and
colonization by dislocated outsiders, but
northern Britain also has its own unique story to
tell in the first eight centuries AD.This book is
the first detailed political history to treat these
centuries as a single period, with due regard for
Scotland's position in the bigger story of late
Antique transition. From Caledonia to Pictland
charts the complex and shadowy processes
which saw the familiar Picts, Northumbrians,
North Britons and Gaels of early Scottish history
become established in the country, the
achievements of their foremost political figures,
and their ongoing links with the world around
them. It is a story that has become much revised
through changing trends in scholarly approaches
to the challenging evidence, and that
transformation too is explained for the benefit of
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students and general readers.
Celtic Myths - Bill Price 2008-09-01
Fragments of the rich and complex mythology of
the ancient Celts of pre-Roman Europe were
preserved in the monasteries of early Christian
Ireland and in stories first written down in
medieval Wales. The exploits of Cúlchulainn and
Fionn mac Cumhaill and of Deirdre and
Rhiannon have their roots in the Iron Age and
have come down to us from the tales of Celtic
bards and storytellers. The myths relate epic
stories of heroic ancestors, when the divine and
mortal realms were intimately bound up with
each other and gods and goddesses inhabited
the natural world. The stories are rich with
religious symbolism and give an idea of how the
Celts perceived the world in which they lived.
They also tell of the lives of the people
themselves—kings and queens, husbands and
wives, warriors and farmers. Along the Atlantic
coast of Western Europe aspects of the oral
culture of the Celts persisted against the tide of
the-celts-origins-myths-inventions-origins-myths-and-inventions

history and into the modern age. The languages
and traditions of Ireland, Scotland, Wales, the
Isle of Man, Cornwall, and Brittany, together
with the surviving myths, provide glimpses back
into the Celtic world and are a continuing
connection to a culture otherwise known
through archaeology and the accounts of
classical authors.
The Ancient Celts - Barry Cunliffe 2018
First Edition published by Oxford University
Press in 1997"--Title page verso."
Prehistoric Europe - Andrew Jones 2008-11-10
Prehistoric Europe: Theory and Practice
provides a comprehensive introduction to the
range of critical contemporary thinking in the
study of European prehistory. Presents essays by
some of the most dynamic researchers and
leading European scholars in the field today
Ranges from the Neolithic period to the early
stages of the Iron Age, and from Ireland and
Scandinavia to the Urals and the Iberian
Peninsula
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Rewriting History - Dennis Harding 2020-01-12
In Re-writing History, Dennis Harding addresses
contemporary concerns about information and
its interpretation. His focus is on the
archaeology of prehistoric and early historic
Britain, and the transformation over two
centuries and more in the interpretation of the
archaeological heritage by changes in the
prevailing political, social, and intellectual
climate. Far from being topics of concern only to
academics, the way in which seemingly
innocuous issues such as cultural diffusion or
social reconstruction in the remote past are
studied and presented reflects important shifts
in contemporary thinking that challenge longaccepted conventions of free speech and debate.
Some issues are highly controversial, such as the
proposals for the Stonehenge World Heritage
sites. Others challenge long-held popular myths
like the deconstruction of the Celts, and by
extension the Picts. Some traditional tenets of
scholarship have yet remained unchallenged,
the-celts-origins-myths-inventions-origins-myths-and-inventions

such as the classical definition of civilization
itself. Why should it matter? Are the shifting
attitudes of successive generations not
symptomatic of healthy and vibrant debate? Are
there grounds for believing that current changes
are of a more disquieting character, denying the
basic assumptions of rational argument and
freedom of enquiry that have been the
foundation of western scholarship since the
Enlightenment? Re-writing History offers
Harding's personal evaluation of these issues,
which will resonate not only with practitioners
and academics of archaeology, but across a wide
range of disciplines facing similar concerns.
Leopold Von Ranke - Andreas D Boldt
2019-03-29
Leopold von Ranke endeavoured to understand
political order within its own historical context.
To understand the nature of historical
phenomena, such as an institution or an idea,
one had to consider its historical development
and the changes it underwent over a period of
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time. Historical epochs, Ranke argued, should
not be judged according to predetermined
contemporary values or ideas. Rather, they had
to be understood on their own terms by
empirically establishing history ‘as things really
were.’ Ranke’s influence on History as a modern
discipline is thus evident, and this is the first
volume in English to chart his life and works for
a hundred years.
Arthurian Literature XXX - Elizabeth
Archibald 2013-12
Arthurian Literature has established its position
as the home for a great diversity of new research
into Arthurian matters. It delivers fascinating
material across genres, periods, and theoretical
issues. TIMES LITERARY SUPPLEMENT
Pictish Progress - 2010-11-11
Survey chapters analyse advances in studies of
Pictish culture during the last fifty years. Interdisciplinary case studies cover archaeology,
place-names, history, liturgy, and history within
a wider European framework.
the-celts-origins-myths-inventions-origins-myths-and-inventions

Celts - Bernhard Maier 2017-11-22
Now in its second edition, this comprehensive
history of the Celts draws on archaeological,
historical, literary and linguistic evidence to
provide a comprehensive and colourful overview
from origins to the present. Divided into three
parts, the first covers the continental Celts in
prehistory and antiquity, complete with accounts
of the Celts in Germany, France, Italy, Iberia and
Asia Minor. Part Two follows the Celts from the
departure of the Romans to the late Middle
Ages, including the migrations to and
settlements in Ireland, Wales, Scotland and
Brittany. This section also includes discussions
of the Celtic kingdoms and the significance of
Christianisation. Part Three brings the history of
the Celts up to the present, covering the
assimilation of the Celts within the national
cultures of Great Britain, France and Ireland.
Included in this consideration are the
suppression of Gaelic, the declines, revivals and
survivals of languages and literatures, and the
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histories of Celtic culture. The book concludes
with a discussion of the recent history of the
meaning of 'Celtic' and an examination of the
cultural legacy of the Celts in the modern era.
The Mythology of America's Seasonal
Holidays - Arthur George 2020-07-30
Every year we celebrate a cycle of seasonal
holidays. The ancient Greeks called this cycle
“The Dance of the Horae,” after the mythical
divinities who represented the seasons. What
myths sit at the foundation of our own holiday
celebrations? This interdisciplinary book
explores the myths and symbols that underlie
our major seasonal holidays and give them their
meaning. Arthur George also shows how
America’s own mythmaking has shaped some
holidays. This mythological approach reveals
how and why holidays arose in the first place,
how and why they have changed over the
centuries, why they have remained important,
and finally how we can celebrate them today in a
more meaningful manner that can enrich our
the-celts-origins-myths-inventions-origins-myths-and-inventions

lives and better our society. George devotes
particular attention to the depth psychological
aspects of holidays and their corresponding
myths, as well as to the insights of modern
biblical scholarship for key holidays such as
Easter and Christmas.
A Brief Guide to Celtic Myths and Legends Martyn Whittock 2013-10-03
A very readable guide which fills the gap
between academic analysis and less critical
retellings of the myths and legends. Marytn
Whittock provides an accessible overview while
also assessing the current state of research
regarding the origins and significance of the
myths. Since all records of the myths first occur
in the early medieval period, the focus is on the
survival of pre-Christian mythology and the
interactions of the early Christian writers with
these myths. A wide-ranging and enthralling
introduction to Celtic mythology, from the Irish
gods before gods, the Fomorians, to the children
of Llyr, the sea deity; from the hunter-warrior
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Fionn mac Cumhaill, whose exploits are
chronicled in the Fenian Cycle, to Cú Chulainn,
the Hound of Ulster; and from the Welsh heroes
of the Mabinogion to Arthur, King of Britain,
though the mythical, Welsh version who
predates the medieval legends.
The Archaeology of Celtic Britain and
Ireland - Lloyd Laing 2006-06-29
This book, first published in 2006, surveys the
archaeology of the Celtic-speaking areas of
Britain and Ireland, AD 400 to 1200.
Ancient Celts - Jen Green 2008
Discusses important archeological finds from the
Celts' past and reveals how archaeologists use
the latest technology to discover clues to ancient
Celtic civilization.
The European Iron Age - John Collis
2003-09-16
This ambitious study documents the underlying
features which link the civilizations of the
Mediterranean - Phoenician, Greek, Etruscan
and Roman - and the Iron Age cultures of central
the-celts-origins-myths-inventions-origins-myths-and-inventions

Europe, traditionally associated with the Celts. It
deals with the social, economic and cultural
interaction in the first millennium BC which
culminated in the Roman Empire. The book has
three principle themes: the spread of ironworking from its origins in Anatolia to its
adoption over most of Europe; the development
of a trading system throughout the Mediterrean
world after the collapse of Mycenaean Greece
and its spread into temperate Europe; and the
rise of ever more complex societies, including
states and cities, and eventually empires. Dr
Collis takes a new look at such key concepts as
population movement, diffusion, trade, social
structure and spatial organization, with some
challenging new views on the Celts in particular.
Blood of the Celts: The New Ancestral Story
- Jean Manco 2015-10-06
From prehistory to the present day, an unrivaled
look deep into the contentious origins of the
Celts Blood of the Celts brings together genetic,
archaeological, and linguistic evidence to
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address the often-debated question: who were
the Celts? What peoples or cultural identities
should that term describe? And did they in fact
inhabit the British Isles before the Romans
arrived? Author Jean Manco challenges existing
accounts of the origins of the Celts, providing a
new analysis that draws on the latest discoveries
as well as ancient history. In a novel approach,
the book opens with a discussion of early
medieval Irish and British texts, allowing the
Celts to speak in their own words and voices. It
then traces their story back in time into
prehistory to their deepest origins and their
ancestors, before bringing the narrative forward
to the present day. Each chapter also has a
useful summary in bullet points to aid the reader
and highlight the key facts in the story.
Saint Patrick Retold - Roy Flechner 2019-03-05
A gripping biography that brings together the
most recent research to shed provocative new
light on the life of Saint Patrick Saint Patrick
was, by his own admission, a controversial
the-celts-origins-myths-inventions-origins-myths-and-inventions

figure. Convicted in a trial by his elders in
Britain and hounded by rumors that he settled in
Ireland for financial gain, the man who was to
become Ireland’s patron saint battled against
great odds before succeeding as a missionary.
Saint Patrick Retold draws on recent research to
offer a fresh assessment of Patrick’s travails and
achievements. This is the first biography in
nearly fifty years to explore Patrick’s career
against the background of historical events in
late antique Britain and Ireland. Roy Flechner
examines the likelihood that Patrick, like his
father before him, might have absconded from a
career as an imperial official responsible for
taxation, preferring instead to migrate to Ireland
with his family’s slaves, who were his source of
wealth. Flechner leaves no stone unturned as he
takes readers on a riveting journey through
Romanized Britain and late Iron Age Ireland,
and he considers how best to interpret the
ambiguous literary and archaeological evidence
from this period of great political and economic
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instability, a period that brought ruin for some
and opportunity for others. Rather than a
dismantling of Patrick’s reputation, or an
argument against his sainthood, Flechner’s
biography raises crucial questions about selfimage and the making of a reputation. From
boyhood deeds to the challenges of a missionary
enterprise, Saint Patrick Retold steps beyond
established narratives to reassess a notable
figure’s life and legacy.
The Celts - John Collis 2003
We use the word 'Celtic' fast and loose - it
evokes something mythical and romantic about
our past - but what exactly does it mean?
Furthermore, why do people believe that there
were Celts in Britain and what relationship do
they have to the ancient Celts?This fascinating
book focuses particularly on how the Celts were
re-invented in the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries, and how the legacy of mistaken
interpretations still affects the way we
understand the ancient sources and
the-celts-origins-myths-inventions-origins-myths-and-inventions

archaeological evidence.
CaesarÕs Greatest Victory - John Sadler
2016-12-31
The Battle for Alesia was a decisive moment in
world history. It determined whether Rome
would finally conquer Gaul or whether Celtic
chieftain Vercingetorix would throw off the yoke
and consequently whether a number of
independent Celtic tribal kingdoms could resist
the might of Rome. Failure would have been a
total defeat for Julius Caesar, not just in Gaul but
in the Senate. His career would have been over,
his enemies would have pulled him down, civil
war would have ensued, no dictatorship, no
liaison with Cleopatra. Rome would not have
become an empire beyond the Mediterranean.
European, and therefore world history might
have been a very different story. CaesarÕs
campaign of 52 BC frequently hung in the
balance. Vercingetorix was a far more
formidable opponent than any heÕd encountered
in Gaul; bold charismatic and imbued with
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strategic insight of the highest order. The
Romans were caught totally off-guard and it
seemed all too likely their grip on Gaul, which
Caesar had imagined secure, would be pried
free. The Siege of Alesia itself was one of the
most astonishing military undertakings of all
times. CaesarÕs interior siege lines stretched for
18 kilometers and were surrounded by an
outward facing line three kilometres longer,
complete with palisades, towers, ditches,
minefields and outposts. This work was
completed in less than three weeks.
VercingetorixÕs refuge proved a trap and,
despite an energetic defense and the arrival of a
huge relief army, there was to be no escape.
CaesarÕs Greatest Victory fully reveals both
sides of the conflict, to explore in depth the
personalities involved and to examine the legacy
of the campaign which still resonates today. The
arms, equipment, tactics and fighting styles of
Roman and Celtic armies are explained, as well
as the charisma and leadership of Caesar and
the-celts-origins-myths-inventions-origins-myths-and-inventions

Vercingetorix and the command and control
structures of both sides. Using new evidence
from archaeology, the authors construct a fresh
account of not just the siege itself but also the
Alesia campaign and place it into the wider
context of the history of warfare. This is Roman
history at its most exciting, featuring events still
talked about today.
Fingerprinting the Iron Age: Approaches to
identity in the European Iron Age - C?t?lin
Nicolae Popa 2014-09-30
Archaeology has long dealt with issues of
identity, and especially with ethnicity, with
modern approaches emphasising dynamic and
fluid social construction. The archaeology of the
Iron Age in particular has engendered much
debate on the topic of ethnicity, fuelled by the
first availability of written sources alongside the
archaeological evidence which has led many
researchers to associate the features they
excavate with populations named by Greek or
Latin writers. Some archaeological traditions
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have had their entire structure built around
notions of ethnicity, around the relationships
existing between large groups of people
conceived together as forming unitary ethnic
units. On the other hand, partly influenced by
anthropological studies, other scholars have
written forcefully against Iron Age ethnic
constructions, such as the Celts. The 24
contributions to this volume focus on the south
east Europe, where the Iron Age has, until
recently, been populated with numerous ethnic
groups with which specific material culture
forms have been associated. The first section is
devoted to the core geographical area of south
east Europe: Bulgaria, Croatia, Romania, Serbia
and Slovenia, as well as Albania and the Former

the-celts-origins-myths-inventions-origins-myths-and-inventions

Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia. The following
three sections allow comparison with regions
further to the west and the south west with
contributions on central and western Europe,
the British Isles and the Italian peninsula. The
volume concludes with four papers which
provide more synthetic statements that cut
across geographical boundaries, the final
contributions bringing together some of the key
themes of the volume. The wide array of
approaches to identity presented here reflects
the continuing debate on how to integrate
material culture, protohistoric evidence (largely
classical authors looking in on first millennium
BC societies) and the impact of recent
nationalistic agendas.
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